only inferential, but the Norse cognates, cited long ago by Grein (Sprachschatz, II, 213) , meida, meiffir, meidsl, well sustain bis rendering, violatio, which certainly seems preferable to the entirely unsupported "Schicksal" of Wilhelm Grimm, changed by Stefanovic to "Geschichte" (though the acceptance of even this weak and arbitrary meaning would not militate against my main contention). Moreover, and this is powerful corroborating evidence, "violation" is the very meaning demanded by the retrospective reference of "J?aet", since the violation of Beadohild has been our poet's last exemplum (lines 8-12) . Light now begins to break upon the passage. To establish fully the equation of "this violation of Hild" with the immediately preceding violation of Beadohild, it is necessary, however, to show that Hild and Beadohild are one and the same. Such an Identification is no "weak conjecture" but, äs I have already demonstrated In my Modern Philology article, is in füll accord with the practice, common in early Germanic poetry, of making the second member of a compound name do duty for the whole. It is significant that such abbreviation is particularly frequent in names ending in -hild: witness the identification of Hild with Grimhild, sister of the Nibelungen princes (Symons, Paul's Grundrisse, III, 660) and of Hild with Brynhild (Helrtid Brynhildar, 5; Skaldskaparmdl, chap. 41) . Further Illustration, if such be desired, has been furnished very recently through Chambers' evidence in another connection (Widsith, 1912, p. 22) , that "Alike in epic song and in everyday conversation Swanhild would be abbreviated to Hild" (cf. Fornmanna Sögur, 1825, 1,5, "Moöir )?eirra var Hildr eör Svanhildr". Let me therefore repeat that, in employing "Hild" for "Beadohild", äs his meter compelled, our poet adopted a very common abbreviation. In the name of commonsense what eise could he do, since "We )?aet mseö Beadohilde" was metrically impossible? A modern instance of this sort of Substitution is interesting. The "Usumcasane" of Marlowe's Tamburlaine, a tough morsel for a metrist, becomes "Casane" in the lines (Part I, I, iii, 106-107): -"Theridamas, Techelles and Casane Promised to meet me on Larissa plains." It is really surprising that "Casane" has not fallen a victim to some learned theory of origins.
The obvious rendering of our first line seems therefore to be: "Of this violation of (Beado)hild many of us have heard." That such a summary of the preceding theme is quite in our poet's manner is seen in bis very next exemplum (lines 18-19 In the light of this most striking of parallele between Old English and Old Norse poetry, I Interpret "Deor", 15-16, äs a description of Nithhad mourning for bis children, whose death and disgrace have just been pictured, and I thus translate the two lines: "The affections of the Geat (i. e. Nithhad) were boundless, so that this sorrowing love deprived him of all sleep/' Nothing could be more in keeping with our context than this incident: first Weland's torture, then Bealdohild's shame, and now, äs the third exemplum, Nithhad's grief. Thus the füll tale is told. Now to this rendering Stefanovio makes threefold objection. His first contention is that the text of "Deor", 16, thereby demanded, "J>aet him seo sorglufu sl£p ealne binöm" is not in äs dose accord either with the MS., Jxet U seo sorglufu slcep ealk binom or with the Old English idiom äs bis own version, which requires only the single change of slcep to slcepe. Stefanovio's second objection to my rendering of "Deor", 15-16, is that "'frlge', which elsewhere appears only in the sense of sexual love, is applied to paternal love". Four answers are ready. 1) The appearance of the word elsewhere in Old English is limited to four Cynewulfian instances (Christ, 37, 419, ülene, 341, Juliana, 103), which are not sufficient to determine its füll ränge. 2) These very examples constitute an argument for a wide connotation of meaning, since, in each case, "weres" is added to "frtge", to indicate "the love of a man for a maid". Such an addition would be unnecessary, if the simple word could suggest only sexual passion.
3) The corresponding verb, gefrlgian, is applied in the Lindisfarne Gospels (Mark, X, 16) to the Saviour's loving embraces of little children. 4) As everyone will admit, "frige", in our passage, is directly equated with "sorglufu" by the retrospective "seo". In Beoivulf, 2460, "sorhleoö" is used of a father's chant of sorrow, and here "sorglufu" seems far better adapted to the sorrowing love or loving sorrow of a bereaved parent than to that mad passion which robs a woman of sleep. Indeed, in the whole vocabulary of Old English, no fitter word than "sorglufu" could be found to picture the grief of Nithhad. Hence the direct evidence of the Velundarkvtya parallel that, in the third Strophe of "Deor", we have to do not with a love-episode, but with a father's anguish, is not opposed but strongly supported by the natural connotation of the crucial words.
The third claim of Stefanovic is that the identification of "Geates" with Nithhad has not been established by me. I might urge with large reason that the closeness of the Velundarkvipa analogue shifts the bürden of proof to bis own shoulders and that it devolves upon him to show wherein "Geates" is inapplicable to Nithhad. Such things äs these are necessarily incapable of exact demonstration; but Idared believe that niy arguments gave to the identification in question the highest degree of probability. In an article highly commendable for its clear exposition and interesting solution of several problems presented by "Deor" ("The Song of Deor", Modern Philology, IX, July, 1911, pp. 23-45) Professor W. W. Lawrence makes the singularly happy suggestion that "Geates", äs always inBeowulf, should be regarded äs a tribal name. Now to what epic figure can this ethnikon be more aptly applied than to Nithhad, who is definitely localized in the Velundarkvi]>a, one of the very oldest poems of its collection (Niedner, Zeitschrift für Deutsches Altertum, XXXIII. 24-46) äs a king in Sweden, whose country of the Niars is identified äs the modern district of Nerike, originally reckoned (in the older Westgötalag) a part of Götaland? Let me repeat that even those who doubt the Nerike identification can hardly cavil at the application of "Geates" to a "Konungr i Sviöioö", unless they be of the diminishing few who even since Schück's convincing monograph (Folknamnet Geatas, 1907) still cherish the outworn delusion that the Geats were not Gauts but Jutes. And even these will find much food for thought in this circumstance, that, in the later version of the saga (ThidreJcssaga, chaps. 57-79), Nithhad's (Nidung's) kingdom is transferred from the Swedish land of the Gauts or Geats (Götaland) to the Danish land of the Jutes (Jutland), probably through a confusion of very similar tribal names. Our passage thus acquires a new significance, since in identifying "Geates" with a carefully localized king in South Sweden, it brings large Support to the prevailing theory anent Beowulfs hörne. I thus reiterate, perhaps needlessly, my conclusions already published, since Stefanovic's under-statement of my case might easily mislead those readers of Anglia, who do not know first-hand my Modern Philology article into supposing that my identification of "Geates" was entirely unsupported by evidence.
To summarize briefly my Interpretation of the third strophe of "Deor". I have shown that "faet maeö Hilde" obviously refers to the immediately preceding theme, the violation of Beadohild, who is here indicated by the stock abbreviation, and that such a line of summary is quite in our poet's manner; that after this transition with its Suggestion of "unkind cause for grief", the remaining lines of the exemplum are naturally devoted to the third and last tragic flgure of the Weland story, the injured and bereaved Nithhad, and correspond closely to the account of his sleepless mourning in the Velundarkvijja; and finally that neither text nor word-use nor tribal name offers any obstacle to this explanation, but is each strongly in its favor. Thus the third strophe of "Deor", hitherto befogged by misty conjecture and darkened by obscure commentary, emerges at last from the haze of hypotheses into the clear sunlight of reason and common sense.
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
FREDERICK TUPFER JR.
May I take this opportunity to register strong protest against the unfortunate practice, increasingly frequent in philological controversy, of suppressing the essential in the opposing evidence and of thus suggesting to an audience Ignorant of the adversary's füll argument that his conclusions are inadequately sustained. Who would gather from Stefanovio's presentation of my view of "Deor", lines 14-16, that I had supported, by the testimony just offered, the identiflcation of Beadohild with Hild and of "Geates" with Nithhad? Who could possibly infer from a recent polemic in the pages of Anglia against my Interpretation of Cynewulf s First Riddle that his runic method, there illustrated, dominates a score of Icelandic acrostics, or that his device of implying the first member of the name in the opening word of the poem is amply attested by contemporary Anglo-Latin example ? Such omissions äs these may not be designed to convey false impressions; but wilful unfairness could find no more effective weapon. Are we seekers after truth or maintainers of theses? FREDERICK TÜPPER JR.
